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Split in two for at least the coming year

 The “LIFT” group = Legislative Initiatives Focused 
Taskforce
 Focused on seeking specific new legislation and/or rule 

changes within the current GME support system (CMS, 
HRSA, ACGME)

 The “CONGR” group = COmprehensive National 
GME Reform
 Focused on comprehensive reform (IOM-like)

 Theme for 2018 GMEI national meeting
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Phone meeting dates and times

 Legislative work group meetings are first Monday of 
the month (unless a holiday) from 12:30-1:30pm 
central time

 LIFT phone meetings even months 
 chaired by Lou Sanner and Hope Wittenberg

 CONGR phone meetings odd months
 Chaired by Dan Burke

 Mostly the same people now but allows broader 
membership to choose either/both meetings

 Mannat sends out meeting notices (open)

Current LIFT work buckets

 Outline potential “asks” (rule changes, 
legislation) to fix specific problems posed by the 
current GME funding and regulation system.  
Details, timing and support politics matter.

 Critique proposed legislation relative to our 
values and experience in GME programs.

 Call out to current and potential partners to 
support (or oppose) proposed changes

 Educate!  Infiltrate!  Instigate!
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Current LIFT do list

 “technical fixes”
 Reset small PRAs, small caps (Ribble/Nelson)

 CMS/HRSA rule inconsistencies for THCs

 CAHs being paid better for residency costs (a Tester bill)

 VA allowing mixed (VA plus non-VA) patients to get care in a 
VA sponsored FM residency clinic

 Rolling average rule puts large burden on RTT startups

 Cap redistribution for unused slots

 Sole Community Hospitals should get IME

More LIFT do-list

 If the ACA is “repealed” what are the GME impacts:
 Have to again pay volunteer faculty
 Much more difficult for hospitals to claim clinic rotations in 

other communities
 THC program disappears
 Will other “final rule” changes that have happened since ACA 

passed be revisited?

 Keep close eye on GME impact of other potential 
changes 

 rural GME support using an alternative payment 
method within the Medicare GME system
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Rural Alternate Payment
Model for GME (RAP-GME?)

 Pays a fixed initially set at ~$150,000 per FTE-
year for each week  residents spend in training in a 
rural area

$2,885 per FTE-week 

 inflation adjusted

Per Resident Payment (PRP) is NOT discounted 
by Medicare volume  (Medicare PRA is) 

 Year-to-year week-to-week options for making 
IRIS claims under traditional or alternate system

More on RAP GME 

 Not as robust as current RTT payments (which pay for ALL 
rotations urban and rural) but many more programs would be 
encouraged to expand some rural training.

 Minimum threshold?  12 weeks total over entire residency?

 Open to all specialties.

 Reflects IOM values:

 Workforce projection based… in spirit (all agree more rural 
needed)

 Fixed rate per FTE (akin to THC payments)

 Encourages innovation


